Abstract. When verifying concurrent systems described by transition systems, state explosion is one of the most serious problems. If quantitative temporal information (expressed by clock ticks) are considered, state explosion is even more serious. In this paper we present a non-standard (abstract) semantics for the ASTP language able to produce reduced transition systems. The important point is that the abstract semantics produces transition systems equivalent to the standard ones for what concerns the satis ability of a given set of formulae of a temporal logic with quantitative modal operators. The equivalence of transition systems with respect to formulae is expressed by means of h ; ni-equivalence: two h ; ni-equivalent transition systems give the same truth value to all formulae such that the actions occurring in the modal operators are contained in , and with time constraints whose values are less than or equal to n.
Introduction
In this paper we address the problem of verifying systems in which time plays a fundamental role for a correct behaviour. We refer to the Algebra of Timed Processes (ATP) 22] as a formalism able both to model time dependent systems and to prove their properties. ATP is an extension of traditional process algebras in order to capture discrete quantitative timing aspects with respect to a global clock.
The semantics of such a language is given in terms of labeled transition systems where some transitions are labeled by the special action , called time action. Such an action represents the progress of time and can be viewed as a clock tick. One widely used method for veri cation of properties is model checking 8, 7, 18, 23] . Model checking is a technique that proves the correctness of a system speci cation with respect to a desired behavior by checking whether a structure, representing the speci cation, satis es a temporal logic formula describing the expected behavior. Most existing veri cation techniques, and in particular those de ned for concurrent calculi, like CCS 21] , are based on a representation of the system by means of a labeled transition system. In this case, model checking consists in checking whether a labeled transition system is a model for a formula. When representing systems speci cations by transition systems, state explosion is one of the most serious problems: often we have to deal with transition systems with a prohibitive number of states. In such cases model checking is inapplicable. Moreover, when in system speci cations quantitative temporal information (expressed by clock ticks) is considered, state explosion is even more serious, the reason for this being that a new state is generated for every clock tick. Fortunately, in several cases, to check the validity of a property, it is not necessary to consider the whole transition system, but only an abstraction of it that maintains the information which \in uences" the property. This consideration has been used in the de nition of abstraction criteria for reducing transition systems in order to prove properties e ciently. Abstraction criteria of such kind are often based on equivalence relations de ned on transition systems: minimizations with respect to di erent notions of equivalence are in fact used in many existing veri cation environments (see, for instance, 10, 13, 16] ). In this paper we present a notion of abstraction of transition systems, where the abstraction is driven by the formulae of a quantitative temporal logic. This logic, which we call qu-mu-calculus, is similar to the mu-calculus 19] (in particular to a variant of it 4]), in which the modal operators are rede ned to include the de nition of time constraints. Many logics have been de ned to deal with time aspects, see, for example 2, 14] . Although all of them handle quantitative time aspects, they can be used either in conjunction with a dense time domain 1, 3, 20] or with a discrete time domain 15, 14] . A fundamental feature of qu-mucalculus is that its formulae can be used to drive the abstraction: in particular, given the actions and the time constraints occurring in the modal operators of a formula of the qu-mu-calculus, we use them in de ning an abstract (reduced) transition system on which the truth value of is equivalent to its value on the standard one. Equivalence of transition systems with respect to formulae is expressed by means of h ; ni-equivalence: two transition systems are h ; ni-equivalent if and only if they give the same truth value to all formulae such that the actions occurring in the modal operators are contained in , and with time constraints whose values are less than or equal to n. Some interesting properties of such an equivalence are presented. In the paper we present also a non-standard (abstract) semantics for the ASTP 22] language able to produce abstract transition systems. ASTP is the sequential subset of ATP; actually, this is not a limitation: our abstract semantics is easily applicable to the concurrent operators and its ability in reducing the transition system can be suitably investigated also on the sequential part. Though the paper addresses the problem of de ning, for an ASTP program and a formula, , a reduced transition system preserving at a very abstract level, such an abstract de nition can be usefully exploited as a guide in implementing an algorithm to build the reduced system. After the preliminaries of Section 2, we introduce our logic in Section 3 and the abstract semantics in Section 4. Section 5 concludes.
Preliminaries

The Algebra of Timed Processes
Let us now quickly recall the main concepts about the Algebra of Timed Processes 22], which is used in the speci cation of real-time concurrent and distributed systems. For simplicity, we consider here only the subset of ATP, called ASTP (Algebra of Sequential Timed Processes), not containing parallel operators. The syntax of sequential process terms (processes or terms for short) is the following:
p ::= 0 j x j p j p p j bpc(q) where ranges over a nite set of asynchronous actions A = fa; b; :::g. We denote by A the set A f g, ranged over by ; : : :. The action (time action) is not user-de nable and represents the progress of time. x ranges over a set of constant names: each constant x is de ned by a constant de nition x def = p.
We denote the set of process terms by P. The standard operational semantics 22] is given by a relation ?! P A P, where P is the set of all processes: ?! is the least relation de ned by the rules in Figure 1 .
Rule Act manages the pre xing operator: p evolves to p by a transition labeled by . The operator behaves as a standard nondeterministic choice for processes with asynchronous initial actions (rule Sum 1 and the symmetric one not shown).
Moreover, if p and q can perform a action reaching respectively p 0 and q 0 , then p q can perform a action, reaching p 0 q 0 (rule Sum 2 ). The process bpc(q) can perform the same asynchronous initial actions as p (rule Delay 1 ). Moreover bpc(q) can perform a action, reaching the process q (rule Delay 2 ). Finally, rule Con says that a constant x behaves as p if x def = p is its de nition. Note that there is no rule for the process 0, which thus cannot perform any move.
A labeled transition system (or transition system for short) is a quadruple T = (S; A; ?! T ; p), where S is a set of states, A is a set of transition labels (actions), p 2 S is the initial state, and ?! T S A S is the transition relation. If (p; ; q) 2 ?! T , we write p ?! T q. Given a process p and a set of constant de nitions, the standard transition system for p is de ned as S(p) = (R ?! (p); A; ?!; p). Note that, with abuse of notation, we use ?! for denoting both the operational semantics and the transition relation among the states of the transition system. On ASTP processes equivalence relations can be de ned 22], based on the notion of bisimulation between states of the related transition systems.
Quantitative temporal logic and abstractions
In order to perform quantitative temporal reasoning, we de ne a logic, that we call qu-mu-calculus, which is an extension of the mu-calculus 19] and in particular of the selective mu-calculus 4]. The syntax is the following, where Z ranges over a set of variables:
::= tt j ff j Z j 1 _ 2 j 1^ 2 j ] R;<n j ] R; n j h i R;<n j h i R; n j Z: j Z:
The satisfaction of a formula by a state p of a transition system, written p j = , De nition 1 (=) ;n T relation). De nition 2 (h ; ni-bisimulation, h ; ni-equivalence). Let Proof. See Appendix.
In order to relate h ; ni-equivalence with quantitative temporal properties, we introduce the following de nition, concerning equivalences based on sets of formulae.
De nition 3 (logic-based equivalence). Let T and be two transition systems, and ? be a set of closed formulae:
The following theorem states that h ; ni-equivalent transition systems satisfy the same set of formulae with occurring actions in and maximum time value less than or equal to n. Proof. See Appendix.
Abstract transition systems and abstract semantics
In order to reduce the number of states of a transition system for model checking, we now de ne an abstraction of the transition system on which a formula can be equivalently checked. Given a transition system T, let us denote as time path each path p 1 ?! T ?! T p n such that { no p i ; 1 i n, occurs more than once in the sequence; { no p i ; 1 i n, is able to perform any asynchronous action.
Let T be a transition system and be a formula with occurring actions and maximum time value n. A h ; ni-abstraction T 0 of T has the following properties: { all asynchronous actions labeling the transitions of T 0 belong to ; { the length of each time path of T 0 is less than or equal to n; { T 0 ;n T.
Given an ASTP process p and a pair h ; ni, we de ne an abstract transition system by means of a non-standard semantics which consists of a set of inference rules that skip actions not in and produce time paths not longer than n.
The non standard rules are shown in Figure 2 \ it is not possible to recollect the inserted coin after more than one time unit".
The formula 1 can be checked on the abstract transition system N 1 ;n1 (V ), with 1 = O( 1 ) = fcoin; collect soft drinkg and n 1 = max( 1 ) = 2, which has 8 states and 14 transitions, while 2 can be checked on N 2 ;n2 (V ), with 2 = O( 2 ) = fcoin; moneyg and n 2 = max( 2 ) = 1, which has 6 states and 13 transitions.
Conclusions
In this paper we have presented an approach to the problem of the reduction of the number of states of a transition system. Many abstraction criteria for system speci cations not including time constraints have been de ned, see for example 4, 6, 9, 11, 12] . For real-time systems the work 17] de ne abstractions for transition systems with quantitative labels, but there the abstraction is not driven by the property to be proved. We have introduced an abstract semantics for ASTP processes in order to formally de ne the abstract transition system. The abstract semantics can be implemented in order to design a tool for automatically building an abstract transition system. In the implementation, some care must be taken to manage in nite loops which can occur in the look-ahead process. The reduction performed by the abstract semantics depends on the set of actions and on the bound n. In particular, the reduction can be signi cant either when the set is a small subset of A or when the bound n is small with respect to the length of time paths in the standard transition system. Obviously, no reduction is performed if = A and n is greater than the longest time path in the standard transition system.
Proof. Let ;j q 0 and j < n.
ii) The proof of this condition follows by a symmetric argument.
iii) r =) 
